Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method to compare and visualize spectrograms in a low dimensional space using manifold learning. This approach is divided in two steps: a data processing and dimensionality reduction stage and a feature extraction and a visualization stage. The procedure is applied on different types of data from a hot rolling process, with the aim to detect chatter. Results obtained suggest future developments and applications in hot rolling and other industrial processes.
Introduction
Ever since its inception in the end of sixteenth-century, metal rolling has become one of the most important industrial process in the world. Huge amounts of material and money are driven by the rolling industry, so it is so important to have a method not only for describing the observed behaviour of the process, but also for identifying the nature of a problem. Due to the high amount of variables involved, trying to find relationships among them appears to be a good aproach for dimensionality reduction (DR).
The selection of a set of variables that describes operating modes in industrial processes is closely related to DR. One of the most important DR technique is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1] , described by Pearson in 1901. After PCA, other DR techniques have been proposed, such as Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) methods, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [2] or SelfOrganizing Maps (SOM) [3] . However, in the last 10 years, a new trend in DR, based on nonlinear models, appeared and a new collection of algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms -called local embeddings-involve a local optimization by defining local models of the k nearest neighbours and an alignement in order to obtain the global coordinates of each model, usually implying a singular value decomposition (SVD). Some of the most known of these techniques are isometric feature mapping or ISOMAP [4] , local linear embedding (LLE) [5] , laplacian eigenmaps (LE) [6] and local tangent subspace alignment (LTSA) [7] .
Faults appeared in rolling process provoke important economic losses to the final product, so it is necessary to detect them in an early state, which is usually performed by analizing the frequency content of signals. A common source of problems in rolling is chatter [8] , which is an unexpected powerful vibration that affects the quality of rolled material by causing an unacceptable variation of thickness. The frequency band related to chatter appears at 100-300 Hz, so monitoring this band is a possibility to detect it. A good way to visualize that information is the spectrogram, which provides a time-varying spectral representation that shows how the spectral density of the signal varies with time [9] , making it possible to visually detect defects. Spectrograms can be understood as vectors of high dimensionality, making it possible to use them as inputs for DR techniques in order to divide them into different groups of data. In this paper we propose a method based on the use of embedding methods for the visulization of differences in spectrograms, applying it to vibration, speed and torque data of a hot rolling mill, showing not only the data structure, but also features of the different spectrograms. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the method applied, section 3 shows a description of the experiment, section 4 submits the results and finally section 5 includes the conclusions obtained.
Spectrogram Analysis using Manifold Learning
As proposed in [4] [5] [7] , DR techniques are a good approach for image classification. From an industrial point of view, spectrograms can be understood as images of the process, because they provide time-frequency information about the state of the involved variables. The proposed method takes advantage of the analogy between spectrogram and image applying DR techniques. The procedure is divided into two parts: firstly spectrograms and ISOMAP projections of different coils are computed and secondly information about main features of process is visualized in a similar way to component planes [3] (See Fig. 1 ).
Computation of ISOMAP Projections
Due to the nature of the rolling process, it is common to do a spatial sampling of signals, where harmonics are independent from speed, therefore this procedure is performed at first. Considering a measured variable y(t) at a regular time interval T m , the sequence obtained is y k = y(t k ), where [4] was applied to s. The ISOMAP algorithm is a DR technique where geodesic distance on a weighted graph is incorporated with the classical scaling, obtaining low-dimensional embedding of a set of high-dimensional data points.
Feature Extraction and Visualization
The first step of this stage is the extraction of relevant features from the signals being analysed. Considering a variable y k of length N , a windowed Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) -as an efficient algorithm for Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), avoiding Gibbs effect-is applied in order to obtain its spectral information, as 
Experiment
The method described here was applied to data from a hot rolling finishing facility. The analysed signals were acceleration at driver-side (Acc DS, 6250 Hz), as a measure of vibration, the root mean square of velocity, both at operator side and at driver side (VRMS OS and VRMS DS, 10 Hz), upper roll torque (Torque OS, 500 Hz) and, finally, rotation speed of rolls (Rot Sp, 500 Hz). Only data during rolling stage was analysed. Two states of rolling -non-chatter and chatter, which leads to low quality coils-were taken into account in order to understand the results obtained with this method. The total size of the sample is 111 coils, comprising both states of rolling. Due to the original difference in the sampling frequency between Acc DS and Rot Sp signals, Acc DS signal was decimated in order to have a unique sample rate. A spatial sample rate of 212.16 rev −1 was selected using the minimum spatial distance between two samples in the data.
Spectrogram computation was applied to Acc DS signal of every coil, with a window size of 4096 and an overlapping of 90%. To have equal sized spatial spectrograms, only the first 30 revolutions of rolling were considered, resulting in a total size of 32784 elements for each spectrogram to be projected with the ISOMAP algorithm. The dimensionality reduction stage of spectrograms involved the application of the ISOMAP algorithm with K = 30 and output dimensionality of 2. Apart from frequency features, the mean of the difference between each element of VRMS OS and VRMS DS was added, as
Finally, component planes generation was computed with value of σ = 0.003 in GRNN with the aim to obtain a smooth degradation of the color of the planes for the difference of chatter and non-chatter group.
Results
The application of the method obtains the ISOMAP projections shown in Fig.  3 (top) . ISOMAP is able to make a clusterization of the high-dimensional input data, obtaining two clusters (chatter and non-chatter), being remarkable that coils number 14 and 15 which appear isolated. It can be observed that these two coils happen to appear just before a long series of chattered coils. Component planes of ISOMAP are visualized in Fig. 3 (bottom) . In this representation, two different color zones dependent from the value of the feature analysed are distinguished . The effect of the σ value stablished for the GRNN algorithm, smoothing the color in each plane, can also be observed. This representation provides information about the value of the feature analysed in each plane. In addition, component planes characterize two zones, related to chatter and non-chatter coils. Such representations combine the visualization of the cluster structure of the data with the visual display of the value of different features associated to each coil. Also, it is noteworthy the explanatory power in the definition of chatter of VRMS DS-VRMS OS, which is an unusual feature for detecting chatter.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a method to explore the visualization of spectrograms in a low dimensionality as an use of ISOMAP, similar to image classification in [4] . This method was applied to data from a hot rolling process in order to detect different states of rolling. The resulting projections show that different spectrograms produce low dimensional structures that can be efficiently unfolded with ISOMAP, distinguishing chatter, non-chatter and transition coils before chatter appears, which suggests that there is a difference in the frequency content of rolling that could be potentially used as to estimate when chatter could appear. Another contribution are component planes of ISOMAP, which provides information about analyzed features of the process, differentiating chatter and non chatter coils. These results suggest the potential use of the proposed method not only in hot rolling, but also in other kinds of batch process monitoring or in fault detection where time-frequency behavior of one or more variables bear information on process quality or fault conditions.
